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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

As CEO of the Stanford Marine Group, I am pleased
to present our annual review for the year ending the
31st of December 2010.
2010 was a record year for profitability and safety.
I congratulate our employees for this historic
achievement despite the continuing structural
challenges in the aftermath of the global financial
meltdown. EBITDA grew by 22% to reach $40m on
revenue of $158m with investment in capital assets
of $80m. Most importantly, however, our safety
culture has continued to improve, resulting in better
lives for all of our employees and their families.
Following a strategic review of the business in early
2010, we have successfully refocused our Company
on the core Marine activities of chartering, building,
and maintenance of Offshore Supply Vessels (OSVs)
and have decided to divest or spin off our non-core,
lower margin Engineering activities.
Stanford Marine, a GCC market leader in OSV
chartering, experienced significant growth during
2010, both geographically and with regard to its
fleet. Our offices in Singapore opened during Q1 of
2010 in order to be closer to clients in South East
Asia and to better support our vessels operating
in that region. Currently staffed with 7 competent
technical and administrative staff, this office has
taken over the management of the fleet in the
region and will continue to grow during 2011 with
our business in the Far East. The local office in
Doha has also been reinforced as a result of our
increased activities offshore Qatar. Consequently,

fleet management has been reorganized in three
regional fleets along geographical lines in order to
increase effectiveness, while central coordination
ensures continued efficiencies of scale. During 2010
Stanford also took delivery of two new DP2 Platform
Supply Vessels (PSVs) - the Merlin (70m), its sister
vessel the Kestrel (70m) and one DP1 vessel, the
Kite (58m) – which all went immediately on hire
thus increasing the turnover of the company. Two
additional sister vessels of the Kite, the Condor and
the Osprey, were completed in the shipyard end of
December and were brought into the fleet during the
course of January 2011. Continuing its profitable
growth, Stanford has delivered revenue growth of
close to 50% during 2010 to $45m, and has doubled
its EBITDA to $27m.
Grandweld, in addition to building and delivering
on time of 10 new vessels to our customers and
completing close to 900 repair and maintenance
jobs in 2010, has invested in its business-enabling
infrastructure during 2010 in order to gain an
additional edge in effectiveness and be able to
provide a faster service to its customers at the
same or better prices including new ERP modules
in inventory, purchasing and project management, a
new Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software
that enables advanced modeling for new builds,
and the signing of a long term ground development
agreement for the construction in Dubai Maritime
City (DMC) of a Ship Building and Ship Repair Facility
of approximately 27,000 square meters which will be
completed during 2011/12.
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In addition to investments in capital assets, the
Company continues to invest more in human
capital to enable us to better serve our customers
worldwide, to grow our fleet and to improve our
financial returns. Among our goals for the coming
year will be to substantially improve last year’s safety
effort, not just because it is the right thing to do, but
also because it improves our financial returns.
Crystallizing the changes in 2010, I have
recommended to the Board of Directors to change
the name of the company from ‘GMMOS GROUP’
to ‘Stanford Marine Group’ (SMG), which reflects
the role of its largest activity, the OSV chartering
business of Stanford Marine, the company I founded
in 1997 which subsequently became part of the
GMMOS Group. The ship building and repair activity
will retain its brand name, Grandweld, as the well
established sister company of Stanford Marine, with
a stellar reputation in its market.
As a leader in its industry, Stanford Marine Group
recognizes its responsibility to give back to the
community, and encourages its employees to make
a difference in the neighborhoods where they live.
We support a broad range of organizations, such
as the Al Noor Training Centre for Children with
Special Needs, that are working to build a safer and
healthier future; we salute the work of these groups,
and urge everyone to get involved in building a better
tomorrow—on land and at sea.
Looking towards 2011, we are expecting uncertainty
to continue challenging the markets’ ability to return
on a stable growth path. While the price of oil is
expected to remain at levels which are encouraging
our clients to continue expanding their activities,
the current environment reminds us that we have
to remain alert and focused on continuing to
improve our utilization and profitability levels. As
good as we become, we can always be better. The
industry winner will be the company that can deliver
consistently the safest and highest quality service for
its customers. We are looking forward to navigate
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these uncertain waters: with strong fleet utilization
rates driven by numerous multi-year contracts, and
a tremendous order book in the ship building activity,
Stanford Marine Group is poised for a strong doubledigit growth in 2011.
I want to thank you, our shareholders, our employees,
our management and our directors for your support,
guidance, and in the case of our employees and
directors, hard, smart, and safe work.

Elias Nassif,
President and CEO
STANFORD MARINE GROUP
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Board of directors

Ahmed Badreldin
Executive Director
Abraaj Capital

Omar Lodhi
Executive Director
Abraaj Capital

Hani Ramadan
Director
Waha Capital
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Waqar Siddique
Managing Director
Abraaj Capital

Mustapha Boussaid
Director
Waha Capital

SENIOR Management

Elias Nassif
Chief Executive Officer
Stanford Marine Group

N. S. Ramjee
Chief Financial Officer
Stanford Marine Group

Robin Reeves
General Manager
Stanford Asia

Vincent Weve
General Manager
Stanford GCC

Jamal Abki
General Manager
Grandweld

Mohd. Samha
General Manager
Gmmostech
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OFFSHORE SERVICE VESSELS

Singapore team

This growth was largely as a result of the fleet
investment program started in 2009, taking advantage
of the opportunities that arose from the cyclical
downturn experienced by the Oil & Gas industry due
to the 2008-2009 global recession - which reduced
global energy demand and, as a result, lowered crude
oil and natural gas prices, leading to reduced cash
flows for many of our customers and tempering their
desire for new offshore exploration and development
activity. Despite the slowdown in the offshore activity
we maintained fleet utilization rates similar to those
of the previous year (81% in 2010 vs. 82% in 2009).
Average day rates for the fleet were impacted in the
downturn, but given our vessel mix the decline was
more modest than the industry average.
In 2010 Stanford Marine acquired or took delivery of
6 new vessels such as the Stanford Kite, the first in
our new multi-purpose vessel series which are well
suited for the offshore construction and maintenance
market, and the Stanford Kestrel and Merlin, which
represent our entry into the large PSV segment.
These new vessels represent part of a continuing
investment program in excess of $290 million which
started in mid 2009 to enhance our fleet to better
service the increased needs of our customers.
At fiscal year end, we had 23 “new” vessels, all of
which have been added since 2000. With an average

age of just over nine years, our fleet represents one
of the youngest in the industry. This percentage will
continue to grow as we have 5 additional vessels
due to enter the fleet over the coming 12 months.
Based on these future vessel deliveries, along with
the continued disposal of our mature fleet, we
anticipate the average age of Stanford Marine’s
entire fleet to reach below six years over the coming
year. The new vessels are in greater demand by
our customers, tend to realize substantially higher
utilization rates and generally earn higher average
day rates. Furthermore, new business initiatives such
as the security vessel concept were successfully
developed and resulted in new business revenue
in December. Our cross chartering activities gained
momentum after a successful completion of a long
term cross-charter of a DP2 PSV in October 2010.
Last year marked another year of continued focus
on safety with a number of new hires to oversee
and implement safety awareness programs. Given
the nature of our work and the conditions in which
we are asked to work, a continuous focus on
safety is imperative to delivering a secure working
environment for our employees and sustainable
financial results.
Vessels in operation
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Despite reduced activity in the OSV sector, Stanford
Marine still achieved important financial milestones
in 2010. We posted total revenues of $45 million,
an increase of 46% vs. 2009, with 26% of revenue
coming from outside the GCC region, supported by
our geographic expansion with a new Singapore
office and amplified marketing efforts.

We strengthened our marketing efforts with additional
experienced hires to deliver superior service to
our existing customers and attract new customers
in our target geographies. We will also continue to
rejuvenate our business, either through individual
vessel or fleet acquisitions or via new vessel
construction. We remain optimistic that our strategy
is sound and will continue to manage through the
current industry challenges and to position Stanford
Marine to be a winner in our markets.
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Offshore Service Vessels
Stanford Marine Fleet
ANCHOR HANDLING TUG SUPPLY (Dynamic Positioning)
Name

Built

Length (m)

BHP

Specifications

STANFORD ALPHA

2008

59.25

5150

65T BP, FiFi 1

STANFORD CHALLENGER

2005

58.7

4750

64T BP, FiFi 1

STANFORD MARINER 2

2002

56

4000

53T BP, FiFi 1

ARK OSLO

2008

58.7

5150

65T BP, FiFi 1

ANCHOR HANDLING TUG
Name

Built

Length (m)

BHP

Specifications

STANFORD MERMAID

2007

49

5150

71T BP, FiFi 1

STANFORD ENERGY

2000

37

3150

45T BP

STANFORD PRIDE

1987

37.44

5400

55T BP

CREW / UTILITY SUPPLY VESSELS
Name

Built

Length (m)

BHP

STANFORD SWIFT

2004

33.5

2100

STANFORD FALCON

1992

39.63

1762

STANFORD HARRIER

1991

39.63

2040

STANFORD PELICAN

1991

39.63

2040

BLUE JAY

1989

33.5

1575

SEA ROBIN

1989

39.63

2040

STANFORD EAGLE

1985

33.5

1575

PLATFORM SUPPLY VESSELS
Name

Delivery

Length (m)

DWT

Specifications

KESTREL

2010

70

2750

DP2, FiFi 1

MERLIN

2010

70

2750

DP2, FiFi 1

STANFORD Kite

2010

58

1350

DP1, FiFi 1

STANFORD Condor

2010

58

1350

DP1, FiFi 1

STANFORD OSPREY

2010

58

1350

DP1, FiFi 1

STANFORD CARACARA

Mar - 11

58

1350

DP1, FiFi 1

STANFORD GOSHAWK

Jun - 11

58

1350

DP1, FiFi 1

STANFORD SAKER

Jul - 11

58

1350

DP1, FiFi 1

STANFORD BUZZARD

Jun - 11

87

5145

DP2, FiFi 1

STANFORD HOBBY

Oct - 11

87

5145

DP2, FiFi 1
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FAST SUPPORT INTERVENTION VESSELS
Name

Built

Length (m)

BHP

STANFORD PUMA

2009

41

4200

STANFORD DOVE

2009

41

4200

STANFORD NILE

2009

41

4200

STANFORD TYNE

2009

41

4200

STANFORD TIGRIS

2009

41

4200

STANFORD RHINE

2009

41

4200

STANFORD SWAN

2008

41

4050

FIREBIRD – I

2007

36

4050

FIRECREST

2007

36

4050

Built

Length (m)

BHP

SUPPLY VESSELS
Name
STANFORD GOLD

2000

56

3000

STANFORD SUPPLIER

1978

54.8

1950

Name

Built

Length (m)

BHP

STANFORD PROVIDER

2008

48

2400

UTILITY VESSELS

STANFORD SERVICE

1991

35

1520

STANFORD EXPLORER

1979

32

1200

Name

Built

Length (m)

BHP

FAST – 1

1999

N/A

1340

PILOT BOAT
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SHIP BUILDING & REPAIR
Despite the serious challenges of the world financial
downturn, Grandweld performed very well during
2010. During this year 10 vessels were delivered
on time and to the satisfaction of their clients; the
order book for New Builds reached USD 162 Million;
new designs were developed by the Engineering
Department and are now being implemented for the
new construction; and profitability of the business
was greatly improved giving Grandweld a prime
position in the competitive ship building market.
The team at Grandweld is looking forward to a very
challenging and exciting year 2011 being able to
better cater for their regional and international clients
with the new equipment installed such as the new
Dynamic Balancing Machine and the implementation
of the new Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
software which is an advanced computationally
based design and analysis tool in order to predict
the performance of a vessel by solving complex
fluid dynamic equations which describes the flow
encountered by a vessel in a seaway.
In addition to the 10 new vessels built and delivered
during 2010, we completed 899 repair and
maintenance jobs, amongst which major prestigious
and challenging conversion jobs won amid stiff
competition, such as the conversion of 6 vessels
into Seismic Survey Vessels for CGG Veritas. This
job included the fabrication and installation of an aft
slipway structure in afloat condition and installing
containerized offices, cables winches, gun winches,
compressors, hydraulic power packs, generators, oil
storage containers, workbenches and stainless steel
cable chutes.
Furthermore Grandweld signed in August 2010
with Dry Docks World Dubai a long term ground
development agreement for the construction in
Dubai Maritime City (DMC) of a Ship Building and
Ship Repair Facility of approximately 27,000 square
meters, equipped with state-of-the-art infrastructure
that will allow Grandweld to retain its competitive
edge in the region, and increase its output volumes.
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STANFORD MARINE GROUP HSE
Stanford Marine Group strives to provide a place
of employment for our staff and a service to our
customers that are the safest possible in our
challenging operating environment. We maintain
effective incident prevention programs and systems
and comply with applicable national and international
rules and regulations. We view operating safely,
incident prevention and environmental protection
as core operational responsibilities, and so all
employees are responsible for the prevention of jobrelated injuries and illnesses, property damage and
environmental incidents through the use of good
judgment and the consistent application of company
guidelines and procedures. We review and upgrade
our processes, systems and tools every year and
have created an environment where individuals feel
responsible and empowered with regards to safety
and the environment.
2010 was an overwhelmingly successful year for
Stanford Marine which saw a significant reduction
in the number of safety related incidents and without
any environmental incidents. We aggressively inspect
our vessels to ensure both legal and regulatory
compliance and a safe workplace. We started a
process to rollout a Vessel Maintenance System
to ensure the reliability of all vessels operated by
Stanford Marine, with an emphasis on the reliability of
critical systems. We reinforce the importance of this
program by training our employees to maintain a very
high awareness of vessel equipment preparedness
and through internal and external audits.
We also completed the role out across the fleet
of a revamped and more robust Quality Safety
Management System (QSMS), supported by a
programme of training ship and shore based staff.
One of the key changes of the revised QSMS was the
adoption of a more proactive ethos in the reporting
of near misses. This involved a step change in the
safety culture prevalent in the crews on our vessels
and offices, with personnel being taught that near
misses were in fact positive events to be reported
and shared, and that by doing this as a Company,
we could prevent the same situations from becoming
incidents on our other vessels. The result was a year
of significantly lower incidents.
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Grandweld, with over 1,500 employees, has a strong
safety focus, with a well established management
system in place and OHSAS 18001-2007 standards
conformance certification. The company uses
several proven approaches to continuously instill a
focus on safety, such as safety and fire prevention
skill development for all employees, daily tool box
talks for all yard employees, safety meetings for
each project and risk assessments both generic and
job specific. Performance is constantly monitored on
a set of KPIs which are discussed within the teams
leading to continuous improvement initiatives.
Our focus remains on providing a quality service to
our clients, whereby we get the job done, but also
get the job done safely, ensuring the health and
safety of our employees. We believe properly trained
employees armed with both the knowledge and
authority to control their environment is in the best
position to protect themselves, our vessels and our
customers. So safety and environmental protection
are tied directly to our most important business
assets—our people, our capacity to control costs,
and our ability to deliver the highest quality service.

TRIR* for Stanford Marine
0.38
0.24

0.22

0.44

0.21
0.06

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

* Total Recordable Incident Rate per 100,000 manhours

2010

Corporate Social Responsibility
Stanford Marine Group takes seriously its role as a
responsible corporate citizen and seeks to take into
account the economic, social and environmental
impacts of its operations. It is our belief that this
is a source of business opportunity, improved
competitiveness and sound business practice. We
have defined Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
as the sustainable development of our business –
balancing our responsibilities to all our stakeholders
including our shareholders, the environment and
society. We believe that by releasing the power
of individuals within SMG, we can have a positive
impact on society and reduce our impact on the
environment.
environmental impacts; the communities in which
we operate; our people; trading ethically with our
customers and suppliers and the health and safety
of our employees. One of the CSR examples in 2010
is the continuation for the 12th consecutive year of
SMG’s support for the Al Noor Training Centre for
Children with Special Needs in the form of tuition
sponsoring for of one of the children of the Al Noor
Training Centre by providing professional training
opportunities for children with special needs.

As an organization with strong core values, we are
driven to deliver results by being reliable, resourceful,
customer focused and by conducting ourselves with
integrity. These values translate into every aspect
of our business. Our CSR program is helping to
create an organization in which our employees
are proud to work and in which our stakeholders
have confidence. Our program is focused on our

The Board has overall responsibility for establishing
the Group’s CSR policies and the Chief Executive
Officer is accountable for ensuring that SMG
operates in accordance with these policies and
reviews progress on a quarterly basis.
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NON-CORE BUSINESSES

LIFTING SOLUTIONS
Despite the downturn
encountered by the Dubai
economy,
Gallagher
International
continued
to strengthen its bluechip customer base and
reputation as a specialist
in
value-added
lifting
projects,
achieving
revenue of around $8
million for 2010. We took
the opportunity to optimize
our crane fleet in order to
Arty Wartanian
better serve customers
GM, GALLAGHER
by purchasing a modern
250 Ton Liebherr mobile
crane and selling 8 smaller cranes. Furthermore
we expanded our marketing territory to the other
Emirates in the UAE in such places as Ras Al
Khaimah and Al Ain while 6 cranes were registered
with Abu Dhabi license plates, allowing Gallagher to
further expand in this attractive market. Gallagher
has also increased the number of contracts with
major companies for the supply of services as a
preferred contractor e.g., Etisalat, DEWA, DPC,
Inschape and Wahaland. With a strong, profitable
and efficient operation, we are confident that 2011
will offer numerous opportunities to strengthen our
relationships with existing customers and to increase
business in new markets such as Abu Dhabi.
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FABRICATION
GMMOS
Fabrication
achieved a consolidated
turnover of $29 million
for 2010 despite a hostile
market
environment
described by analysts as
a year that oil contractors
would write off, and
secured several major
orders from reputable
international
companies
on top of its regular
customers. Unfortunately
the intake of orders for
Leslie McDonald
GM, GMMOS
the first few months of
2010 was weak but we
ended the year with a strong backlog for 2011. The
new GMMOS Kazakhstan facilities in Aktau on the
shore of the Caspian Sea created a surge in visits
and qualifications from Oil & Gas customers from
Kazakhstan and the neighboring countries of the
CIS region, which resulted in securing several orders
including one large contract for two Evaporators for
the Mangistau Atomic & Energy Complex (MAEK).
The noticeable increase in requests for quotations
from major EPC customers is expected to mature
during the early part of the new year and lead to
increased activity for 2011.
The Fabrication division, comprising GMMOS UAE
and Kazakhstan, was acquired by a new owner end
of 2010.
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We are strongly committed to:
Operating safely;
Minimizing environmental impacts, and
Preserving our financial strength
through solid returns, a strong balance sheet
and disciplined capital management.
For all of our stakeholders, there’s not a stronger partner
than Stanford Marine Group.
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STANFORD MARINE

STANFORD MARINE ASIA

P.O. BOX 32456
DUBAI - UAE
TEL: +971 4 3431055
FAX: +971 4 3435524

3 International Business Park
#03-18 Nordic European Centre
SINGAPORE 609927
TEL: +65 6506 6100
FAX: +65 6506 6101

STANFORD MARINE SERVICES

STANFORD MARINE

P.O. BOX 35294
ABU DHABI - UAE
TEL: +971 2 6345520
FAX: +971 2 6345530

Ghoson Building, C-Ring Road
Doha - Qatar
TEL : +974 6610 8690

GRANDWELD

GMMOSTECH MARINE & TECHNICAL
SERVICES

P.O. BOX 24755
DUBAI - UAE
TEL: +971 4 3241707
FAX: +971 4 3241706

www.stanford-marine.com

P.O. BOX 52730
DUBAI - UAE
TEL: +971 4 3243200
FAX: +971 4 3241619

www.grandweld.com

